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COWORTH PARK

HITS THE HIGH NOTE

fittings as locally as possible to reduce
transport carbon contribution.
The sumptuous environment is
complimented by a second to none standard
of food and service levels under the direction
of Executive Chef Chris Meredith, whilst
produce served is strictly seasonal and of
local origin to create an even more
sustainable offering.

Ultralow technology footprint:

orchester Collection,
owners added another
prestigious UK venue
to their portfolio in
2010; Coworth Park.
Situated at the heart of
historic Britain, set in
its own Berkshire
parkland, within walking distance of Windsor
Great Park, and a stone’s throw from the
River Thames, Coworth Park is only a short
distance from Royal Ascot, and the
Wentworth and Sunningdale golf courses.
CGA Integration Ltd, audio- visual partners
for Coworth Park chose design friendly
Amina Invisible Loudspeakers to help them
provide the ultimate in style and atmosphere.
Together with a multi-million pound total
renovation of the original Mansion House,
Tower House, The Barn and surrounding
landscapes, Dorchester Collection added a
brand new spa complex, quite literally
sculptured to blend effortlessly into the
surrounding landscape. Built predominantly
out of timber structures and lime hemp
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walls, this master piece of design is probably
the most environmentally sustainable spa
complex in the UK today. It establishes a
standard, in numerous areas, for the design of
such buildings in the future, including its
innovative AV system which uses loudspeaker
technology that quite literally disappears within
the interior design – whatever the style.

Ultra low carbon footprint:
Features of outstanding merit are the shaped
natural botanical roof which will provide all
manner of herbs for use in the entirely
natural herb product line used within the
unique pampering process offered to
Coworth Park’s own guests.
The Spa complex also boasts geological
heating and cooling assistance, and biomass
boilers fed from the Parks own willow
plantation or other local suppliers, all while
maintaining a light and airy environment via
high glass exterior wall sections.
Equally important in lowering the carbon
foot print of the built structure was the policy
of sourcing construction materials and

A building of such unequivocally high standard
of design and luxury, aimed at the prestigious
events market has to include the most flexible,
powerful and reliable of AV systems to meet
function demands both now and in the future,
whilst at the same time being capable of
creating an excellent ambience and
atmosphere for everyday guests.
In trying to keep the visual effects of
technology to a minimum, and in order to
maximise the simplicity of design elegance, the
audio element of the complex AV system
presented designers and engineers with a major
challenge. The owner demanded the very best
audio reproduction, with flawlessly even coverage,
without compromising the interior design of these
beautiful spaces – a very tough call.
Fortunately the contractor chosen to
design, install and maintain the AV system;
CGA Integration Ltd, was very familiar with
Amina Technologies range of Invisible
Loudspeakers – just what was needed to
make this a very special venue.
Amina are a specialist British design and
manufacturing company which have been
creating super discrete and invisible audio
reproduction solutions for over 12 years now,
based around the principles of the natural
musical instrument. Unlike the conventional
loudspeaker, which is piston-like in operation,
the musical instrument generates sound from
tiny vibrations present over the entire surface of
the body of the instrument itself. Whilst the
conventional speaker is very directional in
nature, the musical instrument is inherently
omni-directional, and much more efficient at
filling spaces with a very evenly distributed level
of sound. Everyone can relate to the violin in
the concert hall. It is so effective, yet the
musician does not have to wear ear defenders
whilst playing the instrument!
The technology was duly specified and
installed in a large proportion of Coworth Park,
particularly in the ground breaking spa
complex. The product is only 40mm deep and
is ideal for use in extremely shallow bulkheads
and ceilings. Once plastered over and
decorated along with the rest of the ceiling or
wall, the product becomes totally invisible.
The product is not just used within
plastered surfaces either. It can also be used
within timber panelling, high pressure
laminate surfaces and even embedded within
acrylic stone based structures. This is

exemplified to good effect in the spa’s pools
area which has a planked timber ceiling. The
Amina product is bonded to the reverse side
of a thinned out area on the back of a planked
ceiling section. Once again the audio quality
is stunning for such a reverberant space, yet
the sound solution is totally unseen leaving
the space to be finished with a classically
simple and elegant timber ceiling.
The spa complex is heavily dependent on
Amina to maintain its clean design lines
throughout this space. The product is used
within the Spatisserie restaurant area, the gym,
reception area, VIP lounge, the relaxation area,
and is even featured in the men’s and ladies
changing facilities. The Invisible Loudspeakers
are particularly ideal for wet areas, as once
plastered over and decorated, the speakers
themselves are not actually in the humid areas
at all, but lie in the dry cavity beyond. No
maintenance or cleaning required. Wall and
ceilings can be repainted at any time.
The charming but less formal Barn
Restaurant with its stone floor, and large glass
doors opening out to a courtyard for alfresco
dining, uses only four ceiling mounted Amina
Invisible loudspeakers to fill the entire space.
The mezzanine ceiling in this area offered a
very limited void height, which also meant that
with less than 30mm protruding beyond the
rear of the plasterboard, the Amina product
was a natural choice.
Coworth Parks’ Drawing Room provides a
comfortable environment to relax and indulge
in the elegance of a period house. Pianists
regularly entertain in this room, with vocal
reinforcement being provided through the
Amina Invisible devices built in to the main
plaster ceiling and the adjoining conservatory
timber ceiling, to create an all round
marvellous ambience.
Guests now enjoy seamless audio through
the building without even realising that there
are no visible sound sources producing it. As
the designer intended, guests are able to relax
and enjoy, or focus on business, in the simple,
safe, elegance of the space provided for them.
Dorchester Collection deliberately set out
to develop a truly luxurious, sustainable
property and one of the greenest hospitality
venues so far seen in the UK. Not only did
they more than achieve it, but they did it with
perfect style too.
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